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Abstract
The Nobel Prize winners have successfully used those properties of lasers that have seldom been used previously. Arthur
Ashkin used the property that light can exert pressure. The pressure exerted is proportional to the intensity of light.
Therefore lasers with its high intensity could exert the pressure on tiny objects. Gérard Mourou and Donna Strickland used
the property, that lasers are not strictly monochromatic. The spectral profile of the laser does have a fairly large bandwidth
that can be manipulated. Arthur Ashkin realized that a laser would be the perfect tool for getting beams of light to move small
particles. Gérard Mourou and Donna Strickland paved the way towards the shortest and most intense laser pulses created till
date. The Royal Swedish Academy has honored the three physicists for their “ground breaking inventions in the field of laser
physics”. Arthur Ashkin [1] has been honored for his invention of optical tweezers, that trap and manipulate particles and
living cells. Gérard Mourou and Donna Strickland together [2] have been honored for developing “chirped pulse
amplification” (CPA) in which a laser pulse is stretched amplified and then compressed to increase its power.
Keywords: Lasers, Ultra short Pulse, Chirped pulse, Stretcher/Compressor, Peak power, Optical tweezers, Light
pressure, Spectral bandwith.
Introduction

T

he inventions being honored,
is in the realm of laser
physics. Since the invention
of the laser in 1958, the Nobel Prizes
that have been awarded, for the work
on lasers or for the work with lasers, is
quite extensive. However, the full
potential of lasers has not yet been
realized. The 2018 Physics Nobel
Prize is shared by three physicists
(Arthur Ashkin, Gérard Mourou and
Donna Strickland), who have proved
beyond doubt that the laser is a
fantastic tool made of light.
Lasers are presently being used
routinely in scientific, military,
medical and commercial
applications. Some of the applications
are laser cutting, welding and drilling.
Lasers are used for photo-lithography,
range finders, barcode readers,
pointers and holography. In the
entertainment industry lasers are
used for lighting displays and other
visual effects. In the medical field
lasers are used for removing scar,
tattoos and hair. The laser is used as a
scalpel for soft tissue surgery. It is used

for the correction of myopia, and the
removal of tumors. It is used in cancer
treatment and in dentistry too. In
scientific research, lasers are used as a
spectroscopic tool, which is a must in
all laboratories. Lasers are routinely
being used for Raman spectroscopy,
at mo sphe r i c re mote s e ns i ng ,
holography, LIDAR ('light' and
'radar') applications, photochemistry
a n d b i o c h e m i s t r y. T h e h i g h
brightness, high intensity, high
mono-chromaticity, and very low
beam divergence and coherence are
all properties which allow for these
specialized applications. Lasers have
penetrated every aspect of our lives.
In fact we have forgotten that “laser”
is not a word but an acronym
(Light Amplification by Stimulated
Emission of Radiation – LASER).
In the following paragraphs a flavor of
the CPA technology will be presented.
This technique has been researched
and developed at BARC.
Ultra short pulse and dispersion
management
The idea of chirped pulse
amplification (CPA) was proposed
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many years earlier for a different
problem altogether. It was used to
solve the problem in radar systems.
The main issue in designing a good
radar system is the capability of the
system to resolve, two tiny objects, at
a long range with a very small
separation between them. The
technique of pulse compression is
used for efficient radar transmission.
By transmitting a wide pulse in which
the carrier frequency is modulated
and then by passing the received
signal through a matched filter to
accumulate the energy into a short
pulse, a time compression is brought
about. However transferring the idea
from longer radio waves to shorter
optical waves was not a trivial task. It
was difficult in theory and in practice.
The CPA technique enabled the
emission of very intense ultra short
pulses of light, using an elegant
method, to avoid the risk of
destroying the amplifying material.
G é r a r d Mo u r o u a n d D o n n a
Strickland got the breakthrough,
when a stretcher and a matched
compressor were put together to
obtain a very short and intense
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Fig.1. The output optical signal,
schematic, from a mode-locked laser
oscillator. Electric field amplitude
(E(í)) is a function of frequency í. E(t)
is its fourier transform as a function of
time t. äí is the mode spacing and Äí
is the emission bandwidth, that is the
full width at half maximum of the
spectrum (top graph).

amplified pulse of light. Some of the
issues that need to be understood are
the phenomenon that govern the
generation of an ultra-short optical
pulse (of the order of pico-second and
femto-second) and why these short
pulses cannot be amplified directly
and which processes prevent the
direct optical amplification.
By the uncertainty principle, an ultra
short pulse in the time domain must
have a correspondingly broad
spectrum in the spectral domain. It is
therefore necessary to establish that
the gain medium has a sufficiently
broad bandwidth to amplify the short
pulse, and other components
(like mirrors, windows, lenses,
modulators, etc) also are sufficiently
broad band in their reflection or
transmission responses, to transmit
the pulses without filtering the pulse
spectrum. Ultra short pulses are
generated by the technique of modelocking and in general the radiation in
a laser oscillator cavity resonates in
discrete longitudinal modes. More
than one longitudinal mode can
extract energy from the oscillator

active (gain) medium. The finite
number of oscillating laser modes are
separated in frequency by äí=c/2L,
where L is the oscillator cavity length
and 'c' is the speed of light. The goal of
mode locking is to ensure that the
oscillating laser modes are locked in
phase. Under these conditions the
temporal output (Fig.1) will be a train
of pulses separated by the cavity
round trip time T. The duration of the
pulse tp, is related to the width (Äí) of
the laser emission, expressed as
Äítp ≥k. The factor k depends on the
pulse shape. For Gaussian pulses
k=0.441 and for hyperbolic secant
pulses k=0.315. In order to generate
ultra short pulses in the time domain,
it is necessary to obtain mode-locked
laser output with a broad spectral
width in the frequency
(or wavelength) domain. Therefore
the shortest optical pulses are
obtained from gain media with broad
2
spectral (í=c/ë and Äí=(c/ë )Äë)
gain profiles. Ti:Sapphire is a popular
active media or gain media that is
used in optical oscillators. The
emission line width of such a medium
is in the range of 170nm (Äë). Even
Nd:glass is a frequently used medium
for the generation of femto-second
range mode locked pulses, though the
emission line width is much smaller
(Äë=35nm).
With mode-locking one may generate
pico-second range pulses, but to
generate pulses shorter than a
picoseconds (femto-second range),
the spectral profile of the pulse
circulating in the oscillator cavity has
to be adjusted or managed properly.
Progress in ultra fast optics has relied
extensively on the development of
ways to characterize and manipulate
dispersion. Dispersion is a
phenomenon where the phase
velocity of a wave depends on its
frequency (or wavelength). Phase
velocity ('v') in a uniform medium is
written as v=c/n where 'c' is the speed
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of light and 'n' is the refractive index
of the material. For visible light, the
refractive index, 'n', of most
transparent materials decrease with
increasing wavelength. That means
1 < n ( ë r e d ) < n ( ë y e l l o w ) < n ( ë b l u e ) or
alternatively it means that dn/dë<0.
Here the medium is said to have
normal dispersion. If the refractive
index increases with increasing
wavelength (for example in the
ultraviolet wavelengths) the medium
is said to have anomalous dispersion.
Another quantity that is required in
the subject of dispersion is the group
velocity. Group velocity of the wave is
the rate at which, changes in the
amplitude (the envelope of the wave)
will propagate. The group
velocity vg is expressed as
vg=v/[1-(ë/n)(dn/dë)]. As can be
seen, the group velocity is a function
of the wave frequency or wavelength.
This results in group velocity
dispersion (GVD) which causes a
short pulse of light to spread in time
as a result of different frequency
components of the pulse travelling at
different velocities in a medium. Thus
the consequence of dispersion
manifests itself as a temporal effect.
This phenomenon that causes
different wavelengths in a wave
p acket to t ravel at dif ferent
speeds/velocities, broadens the ultra
short pulse temporally as it circulates
in the cavity. The spectral width of the
pulse is inversely proportional to the
minimum temporal duration and so
as pulses become shorter, they
become more susceptible to GVD.
Clearly excessive GVD will prevent
the generation of short pulses and so it
should be minimized.
Now in a laser oscillator cavity there is
one more phenomenon taking place.
Suppose that a laser is mode locked
and each pulse in the train of pulses is
about 1ps. The intra cavity pulse
energy would be about 10nJ–1µJ, then
the peak powers reach the range of

2
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Fig.2. Schematic of the CPA concept. The oscillator produces a short pulse, which is then passed through an optical fiber
where the pulse is stretched (1st communication by D. Strickland & G. Mourou) from femto-seconds to nearly a nano-second.
The intensity is low enough to be amplified in an amplifier. Energy is extracted from the amplifier without pulse distortions
or amplifier material damage. After energy extraction the pulse is compressed to nearly its original temporal width.

10KW to 1MW. Most cavity radiation
is generally focused to about 100µm,
making the intensity inside the cavity
reach level of 108–1010 W/cm2. At
these intensities the refractive index
of the intra-cavity medium can
become non-linear due to optical
Kerr effect, and this gives rise to self
phase modulation (SPM). SPM causes
the pulse spectrum to broaden, which
can increase the loss at any spectral
filter in the laser oscillator cavity if it is
not broad band enough. The added
spectrum or frequency chirp, should
make the circulating pulse shorter,
but a shorter pulse is more prone to
GVD and therefore detrimental to the
generation of a short temporal pulse.
The interaction of SPM and GVD
may be exploited in such a way so as to
obtain shorter pulses. The final
duration of the pulse is determined by
the interaction of SPM and GVD. This
is usually achieved by including
dispersive elements in the laser cavity
which provide adjustable GVD of the
opposite sign to the laser medium and
other components. The prism is such
a dispersive element. Brewster angled
prism pair is inserted inside the
oscillator cavity, to provide adjustable

intra cavity GVD. Specially designed
dielectric mirrors are also used. Using
prism pairs or optically designed
dielectric mirrors (chirped mirrors)
to control the net cavity GVD, brings
about the generation of ultra short
pulse. Once mode locking has been
achieved, to obtain the ultimate
bandwidth limited pulse duration, the
GVD on each cavity roundtrip should
be close to zero.
Chirped Pulse Amplification and
dispersion control
Progress in ultrafast optics is
dependent on the development of
ways to characterize, measure,
manipulate and manage dispersion
and nonlinear interactions in the gain
medium and other optical
components. The means by which
this can be accomplished in a laser
oscillator is different from that in a
laser amplifier. It is necessary to take
into account the group velocity
dispersion of the laser pulse as it
traverses the amplification system. It
is also imperative to measure and
control the nonlinear optical effects
that are bound to surface during this
amplification process. Femto-second
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laser pulses have very high peak
powers and associated high electric
fields and the peak power increases,
even as the pulse amplifies and
extracts a modest energy from the
gain medium. This induces beam
distortion and optical damage in the
gain medium and the other optical
components through which the beam
propagates. Self focusing and SPM are
responsible for these damages. For
efficient extraction of energy from
amplifiers, pulses should have
fluences (pulse energy per unit area)
close to the characteristic saturation
fluence of the laser amplifier material,
a requirement easily met by
nanosecond pulse amplifiers, without
the risk of inducing optical damage.
Operation at those same fluences,
with pulse duration in the femtosecond range, is not possible without
inducing self focusing and self phase
modulation, leading ultimately to
severe damage to the material or the
gain medium. One method of
overcoming such beam intensity
limitations of ultra short pulse
amplification, is to increase the
amplifier medium cross-section or
aperture to accommodate a beam size,

3
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Fig.3. The schematic of the basic structure of a stretcher and compressor based on
gratings. G1, G2 G3 & G4 are gratings with equal number of grooves or lines per
mm. (a) The stretcher is a double pass stretcher. At the end of one pass through
the stretcher the beam is collimated but spatially chirped (indicated by the
elliptical beam on the mirror). At the end of the second pass through the stretcher
the beam ideally becomes a circular cross sectioned beam with no spatial chirp,
but chirped and stretched in time. (b)The input to the compressor is a stretched
pulse. At the end of one pass through the compressor one gets a spatially chirped
beam (elliptical beam on the mirror). After the second pass through the
compressor the beam is ideally circular in cross-section, with no spatial chirp and
compressed to an ultra short pulse.

that has been increased to
proportionately reduced intensity.
The required apertures would be
impractically large and the laser
system would be very inefficient.
These are the limitations of direct
amplification of ultra short pulses. In
order to overcome this Donna
Strickland and Gérard Mourou
devised CPA, so that the short pulse
can be manipulated in a controllable
and reversible fashion. The amplifier
medium never encounters a high
peak power, high intensity short
pulse. Therefore by stretching,
amplifying and recompressing the
ultra short pulse to nearly its original
pulse duration, it is possible to
circumvent the damage limitation of
amplifiers and scale the ultra short
pulse to very high peak powers.
The first CPA system used the positive
GVD of a single mode fiber to

temporally spread the wavelength
components of the ultra-short pulse.
Donna Strickland and Gérard
Mourou used a CW mode-locked,
Nd:YAG oscillator [2] to generate
150ps pulses with 1.06µm as the
centre wavelength of the spectrum.
This was coupled into a 1.4km single
mode fiber and the pulse that
emerged was stretched to about
300ps. In the single mode fiber the red
side of the infra-red wavelengths of
the pulse travels faster than the blue
side, resulting in positive GVD and
therefore temporal stretching. It was
then amplified in a Nd:glass
regenerative amplif ier b efore
recompression in a pair of parallel
diffraction gratings. A grating pair
exhibits negative GVD [3] where the
blue side of the spectrum travels faster
than the red side. There was a
pro bl e m i n t h i s k i n d of an
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arrangement. The fiber stretcher and
diffraction grating compressor
did not have their dispersive
characteristics exactly
complementary to each other. In
other words the dispersive
characteristics or the GVD did not
match, giving rise to temporal sidelobes to the main pulse. The
compressed pulse had a central high
peak, which was accompanied with
wings (or pedestal) on either side. The
parameter that quantifies such a
pulse, is the contrast ratio. Temporal
contrast is defined as the ratio of the
intensity of the main pulse to the
intensity of the pedestal or sub-peak
pulse. In high intensity laser plasma
physics experiments, poor temporal
contrast ratio caused by pre-pluses
(or background pedestal or side
lobes) can change the properties of
target before the arrival of the main
laser pulse.
It wasn't long, before a pulse stretcher,
constructed with the help of a
telescope of magnification one,
placed between two anti–parallel
configured gratings [4] was devised to
obtain positive GVD. In place of the
optical fiber stretcher a grating based
stretcher was employed. This
dispersive device had the exact same
function as the parallel pair of grating
compressor but with opposite sign.
This was the compressor's exact
conjugate. This means that, in theory
a short pulse can be stretched to any
pulse duration, and then
recompressed to its exact original
shape, without wings or pedestals. It
was demonstrated that a stretching
3
4
factor of 10 -10 was achievable.
Amplification in Nd:glass amplifiers
and then compression led to the Table
Top Terawatt (T3) system or a high
peak power system that fits into a
small laboratory. In general for CPA
systems, grating based stretcher/
compressor design is used. The antiparallel grating configuration as

4
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shown in Fig.3 (a) can generate even
negative GVD, depending on the
placement of the gratings. If grating
G2 is in the position shown in Fig.3(a)
then the stretcher shows a GVD>0. If
G2 is placed at the position marked
with a 'yellow grating', then the
GVD= 0. If G2 is placed at a position
beyond the 'yellow grating' marker,
then the GVD<0. An indigenously
developed Nd:glass based CPA
system at B.A.R.C [5][6] uses the pair
of grating based stretcher/
compressor design.
Many designs of the stretcher evolved
over the years. The stretcher operates
by introducing time delay for
different spectral components of the
ultra-short pulse. Therefore the
output of the stretcher is a long
chirped optical pulse. The dispersive
element used could be either ruled
gratings, holographic gratings,
reflective or transmission type of
gratings. For example in case of a
Nd:glass based CPA system one
can use holographic gratings with
1200 lines /mm. The unit
magnification telescope in the
stretcher [7] requires achromatic
lenses. With this it is possible to
stretch a 200fs optical pulse to 600ps
and beyond. Some of the designs use
all reflective optics [8] to provide high
quality imaging at unity spatial and
angular magnification. The stretchers
need to have high spectral bandwidth
and high fidelity. Retaining the entire
band width is important because then
the compressed pulse can be reduced
temporally to the minimum possible.
The performance of the stretcher is
affected by the finite beam size,
divergence, lateral walk-off of
different spectral components and the
aperture of the telescope. A well
designed stretcher optimizes all these
aspects of the beam along with the
extent to which a temporal pulse can
be stretched. The stretcher and the
compressor design are generally in

the double pass mode. That means
that the pulse encounters the gratings
twice as schematically shown in Fig.3.
This is because at the end of one pass
the beam is spatially chirped. Only
after the second pass, the spatial chirp
becomes null. In this process of
double passing, the temporal stretch
(or compression) increases too.
The next step in the CPA system is the
amplification. In the amplification
process the regenerative amplifier is
the first step in which a nano-Joule
level energy pulse is amplified to an
energy level of about a milli-Joule.
After this the stretched pulse extracts
energy from linear amplifiers, until
the desired energy is reached. It is
during this process that spectral
narrowing occurs, the phenomenon
that prevents the recompression, to
revert the stretched pulse to its
original temporal profile. The
amplification in the gain media and
also other optical components in the
amplification system introduces, both
amplitude and phase distortions,
preventing the optimal
recompression of the laser pulse. The
compression grating pair, as a thumb
rule, needs to have the same number
of grooves as the stretcher gratings.
Therefore, if gratings with
1200 lines/mm was used in the
stretcher then the compressor
gratings too should have
1200 lines/mm. The compression
gratings have to be very large, because
by this stage a very high energy level
has been reached and peak power is
also very high. This could damage the
gratings if the beam does not have a
large cross-section. Diffraction
gratings are presently available with
apertures of the order of one meter2,
allowing direct recompression to one
Peta-Watt peak power or more.
Stretching and recompression over
many orders of magnitude in pulse
duration, is a process that requires
high accuracies in the design and
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manufacturing of the optical
components and in construction of
the compressor. Many designs of the
compressor have been tried out and
suggested [9], mainly to obtain high
peak powers in the final pulse and also
to obtain high temporal contrast. In
all CPA systems the non negligible
higher order phase terms associated
with the material dispersion in the
components of the laser system limits
the fidelity of recompression. The
compressor design could compensate
these phase terms to obtain a near
clean temporal pulse.
High Peak Power Lasers and their
applications.
Over the last three decades CPA has
become the technique of choice for
producing high peak power, ultra
short pulses. High peak power lasers
that fit into a small laboratory, can
now reach focused intensities of the
order of 1019 W/cm2. Such lasers are
widely being used in many types of
laser plasma interaction experiments.
Many of the “laser-matterinteraction” experiments depend on
the high focused intensity, short pulse
duration and a good pulse contrast
ratio. For many experiments the
required interactions of the main
pulse with the target is strongly
perturbed if there is a pre-pulse
intensity on target. Therefore as the
main pulse intensities are increased
with improving system design so
must the contrast ratio.
At modest intensity levels, pumpprobe experiments for chemistry,
biology and material science, has
opened up the door for ultrafast
processes, not known before. Many
applications have been motivated
primarily because ultrafast laser
pulses can interact with materials very
differently from long pulses, enabling
high precision removal of very small
amount of material without melting,
a property very useful in material

5
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Fig.4. Laser intensity versus year with various physical thresholds. The achievable
laser intensity shows a plateau for about 20 years due to limitations caused by
nonlinear effects. The development of the laser systems over the years shows a
turning point at 1985 with the discovery of the CPA.

processing. In fact when a material is
cut or drilled with long pulsed lasers,
the surrounding material shows the
effect of heat transfer, microcracking, aftermath of a shock wave
and zones of irregular material. While
in case of an ultra-short pulsed laser,
the material that is processed, gets a
clean smooth finish, because none of
the effects described, happens. There
is only dense plasma in the vicinity of
the laser impinging on the material
leading to the smooth finish of the
material. High precision material
removal is very interesting in medical
applications, where minimal damage
to surrounding tissue is the need for
most surgical procedures. Citing its
mission to recognize inventions that
benefit humankind, the Royal
Swedish Academy has highlighted
how Gérard Mourou and Donna

Strickland's work made possible
production of surgical stents and the
use of lasers (LASIK- Laser Assisted
in-Situ Keratomileusis) to correct
vision.
It is interesting to see the evolution of
laser peak powers over the years. First
the lasers were free running with the
pulse durations in the few microsecond (µs) range and peak powers in
the kilowatt range. Then a few years
later, with the introduction of quality
factor modulation in the laser cavity,
the same energy could be packed into
a nano-second (ns) time scale, to
produce megawatt peak power.
Mode-locking enabled the laser pulse
duration to be reduced to the
picoseconds level, pushing the peak
powers to Giga-watt level. It means
that intensities inside the laser
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amplifier active medium could reach
several Giga-watts per centimeter
2
square (GW/cm ). As described in the
earlier sections, many nonlinearities
show up at these intensities. A beam
with a Gaussian radial intensity
distribution, sees a larger index of
refraction at the centre, than at the
sides. All the optical elements in the
path of the beam begin to behave as
lenses, which unacceptably deform
the beams wave-front quality.
Therefore the only way to increase the
peak power beyond the Giga-watt
level was to increase the beam
diameter and therefore the size of the
gain medium and the size of all the
other instruments. This not only
increased the cost, but it was difficult
to implement practically too.
Although the pulse duration kept
decreasing over the years, the
intensity dependent non-linear
effects kept the peak powers at a
constant level, (Fig.4) for many years
until CPA was invented. The years
after the 1985 invention, saw a very
quick rise in peak powers. Today it is
possible to obtain powers in the
Pe t a - w att r ange. E nor mous
intensities, of 1020–1022 W/cm2 is
made available on target. The field
strength at these intensities (I) is of
the order of a Tera-volt per cm, or
hundred times the Coulomb field
binding the ground state electron in
the hydrogen atom. The light pressure
(P=I/c) at these intensities is extreme
(order of Giga-bar to tera-bar). The
laser interaction with matter
generates energetic electrons and
ions. With laser intensities of
18
19
2
10 –10 W/cm it is possible to
accelerate electrons to 80MeV100MeV. These are nearly monoenergetic with an energy spread of a
few percent. The electrons are
accelerated by making them surf a
laser driven plasma wave or the laser
wake-field acceleration [10, 11] as it is
popularly known. Analogous results

6
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for ions too have been reached, with
the production of quasi-monoenergetic protons. At intensities of
1021 W/cm2 the electric fields become
so high that the electrons accelerate to
relativistic velocities. Subsequent to
the acceleration of electrons up to
relativistic energies, protons and ions
are accelerated by well controlled
mechanisms in a laser plasma
acceleration setup. With a Peta-watt
laser pulse, the emitted proton bunch
was reproducibly observed with
energies between 20MeV and 40MeV
[12] and with a twenty five percent
energy spread.
In many ways the physical
environment of extreme electric
fields, magnetic fields, pressure,
temperature and acceleration can be
found in stellar interiors. An
astrophysical environment can be
created in a laboratory! Scientific
research in the field of Phototransmutation of long lived nuclear
waste is an ongoing endeavor, along
with X-ray emission study and
gamma-ray emission study. The
exciting possibilities of using
ultrahigh intensity lasers in a
laboratory setting, opens the door to
scientific research in areas of physical
extreme. Even today there is still a
challenge to make the pulse durations
shorter and push the peak powers
towards tens of Peta-watt and beyond.
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Preparation of High Purity Boron by Molten Salt
Electroextraction
Sanjib Majumdar, S. S. Molke, A. D. Sonawane, S. K. Gavai, R. Vanneldas,
P. S. Yadav, P. B. Shelke, Vivekanand Kain, Madangopal Krishnan
Materials Processing and Corrosion Engineering Division, Materials Group
Abstract
Molten salt electroextraction (refining) process was conducted to prepare elemental boron using the electrolyte
KCl-KBF4-KF and boron carbide (B4C) as soluble anode. The reactor and the associated equipments for molten salt
electrolysis were designed and fabricated in-house. The experiments were conducted using the indigenously made
electrolytic cell at the temperature of 820°C with a varying time from 3 to 24 h by maintaining constant current. The cathode
was removed after cooling and dipped in de-mineralised water for about 4-24 h. The deposited boron was scraped out of the
cathode and further milled in planetary ball mill. The milled powder was leached, filtered and subsequently dried in
vacuum. The morphology and composition of the electro-deposited boron was characterized using SEM, EDS and chemical
analysis. High purity (97.7 ± 1.3%) boron was successfully electro-extracted.
Keywords: Molten salt electrolysis; Boron powder; Electroextraction; Boron carbide; Scanning electron microscopy
Introduction

B

oron is a metalloid
possessing attractive
properties such as high
melting point (~2076°C), low density
3
(2.37 g/cm ), high hardness (9.5 in
Mohs hardness scale), high neutron
absorption cross section, and
generates high exothermic heat in
oxidizing reactions. Boron powder is
used as a rocket fuel igniter and in
pyrotechnic flares. Boron powder
is also extensively used in
pyro-chemical formulations for the
preparation of a wide range of
military explosives [1]. Enriched
boron carbide (B4C) pellets prepared
by solid state reaction between boron
and carbon and subsequent hot
pressing, are used in control and
diverse safety rods for Prototype Fast
Breeder Reactor (PFBR). Elemental
boron is used as deoxidizer, degasifier
etc. in var ious met a l lurg ica l
applications.
Different methods are in practice to
produce elemental boron such as (1)
molten salt electrowinning or
electroextraction using molten
chloride or fluoride salts and borates
or fluoroborates as boron source [2];

(2) metallothermic reduction of B2O3
using the reducing agents like Mg, Li,
Na, K, Al [3]; (3) hydrogen reduction
of boron halides like BCl3 and BBr3
[4]; and (4) thermal deposition [5].
The molten salt electrolysis is
considered as the most promising
method for preparing elemental
boron due to the simpler process
technology, and high purity product
obtained at a comparatively low cost
[6].
Miller[7] reported the
electrodeposition of boron from a
melt containing KCl (70 wt. %), KF
(12 wt. %) and KBF4 (17.8 wt. %) in the
temperature range 1023–1073 K.
Subsequently, the electrowinning of B
was carried out in this laboratory [1]
using the Miller's salt composition at
1073°C. The earlier authors [1] have
also reported the electroextraction of
boron from B4C in NaCI-KCI-KBF4
bath. Production of elemental
enriched boron (~65% 10B) is in
practice in Heavy Water Plant,
Manuguru, using the electrowinning
technology demonstrated at Indira
Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research
(IGCAR), Kalpakkam, India [8, 9]. In
the present work, a demonstration
facility has been further re-designed
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and fabricated for carrying out the
electroextraction of pure boron from
B4C using KCl-KBF4-KF melt bath.
Method
Laboratory grade (LR) KCl, KF and
KBF4 were used in appropriate ratios,
and the salt mixture was made using a
tumbler mixer. Before mixing, the
salts were individually dried between
250-400°C inside a vacuum furnace
maintaining a vacuum level of about
-1
-2
10 -10 mbar. The salt powder
mixture was subsequently charged
inside the graphite crucible, which
was placed inside a cylindrical inconel
retort. The overall outlook (set up) of
the electrolytic cell is presented in
Fig. 1(a). A properly designed inconel
retort (Fig. 1b) is placed inside a pit
type kanthal wire heated resistance
furnace. The electrolytic cell was
designed and fabricated in-house.
Boron carbide (B4C) chunks were
used as anode feed. The B4C chunks
were placed around the inner
periphery of the graphite crucible,
and the chunks were separated from
the salt mixture by a perforated
g r aph ite c r u c ibl e w h i ch w as
subsequently filled with the salt
mixture. The electrical connection of
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the anode was provided to the
graphite crucible through the inconel
retort. The cathode plate made of
mild steel (MS) was fixed on a
stainless steel rod and inserted
through the centre of the top flange of
the retort. The connection of the
cathode was given from a DC power
supply to the top end of the SS rod (see
Fig. 1b). The cathode plate was placed
about 20 mm above the salt powder
bed at room temperature. The
temperature of the pit furnace was
increased to 400°C by maintaining a
vacuum inside the retort and held for
about 2 h. Subsequent heating to
820°C was carried out in argon flow.
The cathode plate was pushed into the
molten salt when the temperature
reached at about 750°C. Initially, a
pre-electrolysis run was conducted by
applying a potential of about 1 V
maintaining the cell current at 8 A
for about 3h. The actual electroextraction experiments were carried
out at 820°C with varying cell
voltage: 2 – 2.5 V, current: 20 – 22 A,
and time: 3 – 24 h. After cooling, the
cathode was removed from the
electrolytic cell and kept inside
demineralised water for 4 – 24 h. The
deposited material was removed from
the MS cathode, and after filtering out
from the water, it was ground using
motor-p est le and subs e quent
planetary ball milling. The milled
powder was leached with dilute HCl
water solution. After filtration and
washing, the powder was dried in
vacuum and the final product
(Boron) was obtained. The detailed
characterization of the dry powder
was carried out using chemical
analysis, XRD, SEM-EDS etc.
Results and Discussion
a) Electro-extracted Boron
Fig. 2(a) shows the appearance of the
as-deposited product obtained after
conducting the molten salt
electroextraction process for 7 h at

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) Molten salt electrolysis set up, and (b) Top part of the retort of the
electrolytic cell

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Outlook of (a) the electro-deposited boron on MS plate, and (b) removal of
boron from MS plate using knife edge

Table 1 Chemical analysis data of the electro-extracted product

Element(s)
Wt.%

O
B
97.7 ± 1.3 0.25

820°C in argon atmosphere. Gray to
dark gray coloured deposits were
obtained on the mild steel cathode.
The deposits showed the tendencies
of forming agglomerates when dried
in contact with the MS plate. The
deposits were removed from the MS
plate using the knife edge (Fig. 2b).
Presence of salt was observed at the
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C
0.1

F
46 ppm

interface between the deposit and MS
plate. The salt was further removed by
grinding and washing the powder in
subsequent stages of treatment. The
detailed chemical analysis report of
the electrodeposited powder is
presented in Table 1. The boron
content in the powder was detected to
be about 97.7±1.3%. The morphology
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of the electro-extracted boron
observed under SEM is presented in
Fig.3. Spherical or round-type of
particles of size ranging in 6-9 µm was
developed during electro-deposition.
At this stage, the boron powder
particles were present in
agglomerated condition. EDS
analysis carried out on the individual
particle (Fig. 4a and 4b) revealed the
presence of pure (99.9%) Boron. The
as-deposited boron was further
ground using planetary ball milling,
leached with dilute HCl solution,
filtered, vacuum dried, and finally,
pure boron powder of different size
ranges were produced.
Fig. 3: SEM image showing the surface morphology of the as-deposited boron

b) Molten salt electroextraction:
Process Optimization
The major anions present in the
molten salt of KCl-KBF4-KF are Cl?,
BF4?and F?. BF4?anions are relatively
larger in size, and therefore, different
types of interactions are possible
amongst the anions depending upon
the variation of the concentration of
individual salts.
The eutectic cr ystallization
temperature (or melting point) of
the salt mixture varies between 425°C
to 650°C [10] from a salt composition
of 0.04KCl-0.80KBF 4 -0.16KF to
0 . 6 4 K C l - 0 . 2 0 K B F 4 - 0 . 1 6 K F.
Therefore, the melting temperature
increases with increase in
concentration of KCl. Amongst the
various reactions, the most probable
interaction of three anions are
reported to be the exchange of the
fluoride atoms, in the BF4 tetrahedron
with chloride ions according to the
following reaction.
BF4?+nCl? ↔ [BF4-n Cln]?+ n F?
(n=1- 4)

Fig. 4: (a) SEM image showing individual boron powder, and
(b) EDS X-ray spectrum confirming presence of boron
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(1)

The probable reactions occurred
during molten salt electroextraction
process at the cathode and the anodes
are furnished below.
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Cathode :
BF4?+3e → B+4F?

(2)

[BF4-nCln]?+3e →B+(4-n)F?+nCl? (3)
Anode :
3F? → 3/2F2+3e

(4)

3Cl? →3/2Cl2+3e

(5)

B4C + 4(4-n)F?+ 4nCl?→
3+
4[B F4-n Cln]?+ C + 12e

(6)

With the application of initial voltage
(0.5 - 1 V) the salts get decomposed
and the deposition of boron (B) starts
at the cathode as per the reactions
(2) and (3). Evolution of fluorine (F2)
and chlorine (Cl 2 ) gases occur
s i mu lt ane ously at t he ano d e
according to the reactions (4) and (5).
With increasing time, B4C dissociates
from the anode as B3+ by forming
[BF4-n Cln]? ions as per reaction (6),
and these ions gradually move into
the molten salt. Therefore, during
the course of the molten salt
elec tro extrac tion pro cess the
reactions (3) and (6) dominate. The
concentration of boron ion in the salt
remains constant due to the
continuous supply of boron from the
anode feed i.e. boron carbide.
Therefore, the evolution of chlorine
and fluorine gases becomes negligible
as the electroextraction process
progresses. The concentration of
carbon would increase near the anode
with increasing time of operation of
the electrolytic cell. Fig. 5 shows the
Ev s . I p l ot o bt ai n e d du r i ng
electrolysis process. It can be
observed from Fig. 5 that with
increasing potential towards positive
values, the current increases
continuously. This phenomenon is
typically the same as those resulting
from the decomposition of a solvent
or electrolyte and/or dissolution of
electrode, which defines the 'potential
range' in cyclic voltammetry [11].
Hence, decomposition of salt in the
electrolyte, dissolution of B4C at

Fig. 5: Current vs voltage plot obtained during molten salt electrolysis

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: Outlook of (a) electrodeposited boron on cathode plate, and
(b) Boron (~55g) after removal from cathode

anode and deposition of B at cathode
dictate the overall electroextraction
process. The temperature of the
process was kept at 820°C to increase
the boron deposition (reaction) rate
by maintaining the current at about
22 A. In general, the rate of deposition
increases with increasing temperature
a n d i n c re a s i n g v o lt a g e . T h e
electrolytic cell was operated for
different time intervals from 3 to 24 h.
Fig.6(a) shows the outlook of the
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boron deposited MS electrode
obtained after 12 h of cell operation.
About 55g of boron obtained from
the cathode (in 12 h) is presented in
Fig. 6(b). 150 g of boron powder was
obtained after operating the cell for
24h. Further optimization of the
process with respect to increase in
cathode surface area, cell current and
temperature are in the scope of the
future work.
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Conclusions

Acknowledgements

High purity boron was produced by
molten (fused) salt electroextraction
process using B4C chunks at anode and
KCl-KBF4-KF salt as electrolyte. The
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morphology, and the fine size boron
powder could be produced by
performing further grinding and
milling of the electrodeposited product.
The produced boron powder could be
used in different application areas of
nuclear industry, defence and space.
The electrolytic cell was designed and
fabricated indigenously, and the
parameters of the electroextraction
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Abstract
Cancer is one of the leading causes of deaths all over the world. The search for the novel drugs is essential for chemotherapy,
due to inherent or acquired resistance in cancer cells against conventional chemotherapy. Dysregulation in apoptotic
pathways, improved DNA repair, drug transport and detoxification are considered to be the major causes of drug resistance.
There is a burgeoning interest in small natural organic molecules, capable of switching their redox status, as these can often
cleave DNA and/or target mitochondria, and hence can be used as anti-cancer agents. To this end, this review describes the
discovery of an important polyphenolic viz. malabaricone C (Mal C), which was isolated from fruit rind of rampatri spice,
possessing impressive anti-cancer properties in vitro and in vivo tumor models. Mal C shows higher therapeutic efficacy
than curcumin and resveratrol against multiple cancer cells. This review also highlights synthesis and mechanistic
evaluation of mal C and its analogue for their anticancer potential.
Keywords: Myristca malabarica, Malabaricones, Cancer therapy, Redox regulation, Mitochondrial dysfunction

Introduction

C

ancer is one of the leading
causes of mortality in
developing countries with
lung and breast cancer contributing
maximum cancer related mortalities
in men and women, respectively
[1]. Lungs and breast cancer
contributes to 5.9% and 14% of new
cases of cancers per year in India, and

accounts for 19% of cancer related
deaths worldwide [1]. Apart from
primary lung cancers, lungs are the
second most common sites for
metastatic spread [2]. In particular,
the aggressive and highly metastatic
late stage melanoma is well-known to
induce secondary lung cancers. The
5-year survival rate is less than 15% in
patients with metastatic disease and
an approximately one-third of all

BARC NEWSLETTER ISSUE NO. 365 SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2018

melanoma patients experience
disease recurrence [3]. Various
chemotherapeutic agents are being
exploited for management of lung
cancer, breast cancer and metastasis.
However, systemic hemato-andneuro-toxicity/side-effect and cancer
recurrence because of inherent or
acquired resistance remain major
issues in cancer therapy [4]. Drugs
that can modulate the actions of
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multiple targets may
reduce/overcome the chances of drug
resistance and recurrence in cancer
therapy.
Current epidemiological evidences
show a strong influence of specific
diet on cancer prevention. Extensive
work is also being pursued to identify
compounds from dietar y and
medicinal plants and other natural
resources, as these are popularly
believed to be non-toxic to humans
[5]. Also, an approximately 50% of the
internationally approved
chemotherapeutic drugs are derived
from natural products [6]. Spices are
present in most of our daily diets, and
consumption of spice rich food has
been found to play an important role
in suppressing the transformative,
hyper-proliferative and inflammatory
processes that initiate carcinogenesis
[7]. The fruit rind of the plant
Myristica malabarica (Myristicaceae)
(popularly known as rampatri,
Bombay mace, or false nutmeg) is
used as an exotic spice in various
Indian cuisines. This is credited with
hepatoprotective, anticarcinogenic,
and antithrombotic properties and is
found as a constituent in many
Ayurvedic preparations such as
pasupasi. Several herbal formulations
containing M. malabarica are also
claimed to possess antitumor effect
[8]. However, most of the medicinal
attributes of the spice have not been
substantiated adequately. Earlier, we
have found that amongst the four
malabaricones A–D (designated as
mal A–D), isolated from its extract,
mal B and mal C possess superior
antioxidant [8], anti-inflammatory
[9], anti-ulcer [10, 11] and cardioprotective properties [12]. The
chemical structures of mal A-D are
shown in Fig. 1. For last several years,
extensive investigation was carried
out to identify the active constituents
and their mode of action in killing
lungs and breast cancer cells.

OH

O
R2
B

A

R1

OH
Malabaricone A
Malabaricone B
Malabaricone C
Malabaricone D

(1a) : R1 = R2 = H
(1b) : R1 = OH; R2 = H
(1c): R1 = R2 = OH
(1d): R1 , R2 = O-CH2 -O

Fig.1. Chemical stuctures of malabaricones (A-D) isolated from methanolic
extract of dried fruit rind of rampatri.

Mode of action of malabaricones
against breast cancer cells
There is a burgeoning interest in
f inding natura l re dox ac t ive
molecules, which can often cleave
DNA, and hence can be used as anticancer agents. Although, the redox
potentials of a variety of metal ions
have b e e n e x pl oite d for t he
development of DNA cleaving agents,
the organic compounds possibly play
more important roles in this regard, as
they provide a multitude of binding
interactions with the target DNA,
while ensuring the required electron
transfer via their intrinsic chemical,
electrochemical and photochemical
properties [15]. Initially, we focused
on assessing the potential of the
malabaricones as the DNA cleaving
agents, and whether this confers them
with anti-cancer properties. The
nuclease activities of the
malabaricones (A-D) have been
studied s o as to est ablish a
structure–activity correlation and
deduce the mechanistic pathway of
the process [15]. The inactivity of mal
A and mal D revealed that the
resorcinol moiety, present in the
malabaricones did not contribute to
the nuclease activity. Amongst the test
compounds, mal C containing a
B-ring catechol moiety showed
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significantly better Cu(II)-dependent
nuclease activity than the partially
methylated catechol derivative, mal B
and curcumin (Fig. 2A).
Mechanistically, mal C was found to
bind efficiently with Cu(II) and DNA
to facilitate the DNA nicking via a
site-specifically generated Cu(II)peroxo complex (Fig. 2B) [15].
Consistent with its Cu(II)-dependent
nuclease property, mal C showed
better cytotoxicity (IC50: 5.26 ± 1.2
ìM) than curcumin (IC50: 24.46 ± 3.3
ìM) against the MCF-7 human breast
cancer cell line. The mal C-induced
killing of the MCF-7 cells followed an
ap opt ot i c p at hw ay i nv o l v i n g
oxidative damage to the cellular DNA
(Fig. 2C) [15]. The cellular DNA
fragmentation by mal C that involves
mobilization of intra-cellular and
extra-cellular Cu(II), could be one of
the mechanisms involved in its
chemopreventive property.
Further, our study revealed mal C
induced mitochondrial damage. This
was assessed by f luorescence
microscopy and flow cytometric
analyses of the JC-1- stained cells
(Fig. 2 C&D) [16]. Besides, mal C
treatment led to a significant increase
in lysosomal membrane
permeabilization (LMP), along with
the release of cathepsin B, as well as
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(B)
(A)

(C)

(D)

Fig. 2. (A) Copper ion-dependent nuclease activity of mal C. (B) Mal C induced cytotoxicity is mediated through
internucleosomal DNA fragmentations. Mal C permeabilizes mitochondrial membrane in breast cancer cells.
Loss of mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP), assessed by (C) flow cytometry and (D) fluorescence microscopy.
The cells were incubated for 6 h with mal C (0, 4, 6, and 8 ì M), stained with JC-1 for 15 min, and MMP loss quantified
by flow cytometry from the increased green fluorescent cells.

BID-cleavage and its translocation to
mitochondria. Mal C induced LMP
occurs prior to mitochondrial
dysfunction in breast cancer cells.
This suggested that cytotoxicity of
mal C against human human breast
cancer cells may proceed through
LMP as the initial event that triggered
a caspase-independent, but cathepsin
B and t-BID-dependent intrinsic
mitochondrial apoptotic pathway.
Moreover, a significant accumulation
of cells in the S or G2-M phases along

with upregulation of the cyclins E and
A due to mal C exposure promises it
to be a potential anti-cancer agent
[16].
Malabaricone C induced robust
killing of lung carcinoma cells
through a DNA damage dependent
activation of CHK1-p38 MAPK
pathway.
In order to evaluate the efficacy of
malabaricones against lung
carcinoma, the cytotoxic potential of
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malabaricones were tested against
a panel of lung carcinoma (A549,
NCI-H23, and NCI-H460) cells. Our
results showed that mal A-D and
curcumin induced cytotoxicity in
A549 lung carcinoma, with IC50
values of 19.2 ± 4.2 ìM (mal A), 8.4 ±
2.5 ìM (mal B), 7.0 ± 1.8 ìM(mal C),
20.3 ± 5.1 ìM (mal D) and 41.7 ± 6.2
ìM (curcumin). Further, the mal C
also found to induce cytotoxicity with
similar IC50 values in several other
lung cancer cells e.g., IC50 of 7.7 ± 2.1
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Fig. 3. Mal C treatment induces (A) apoptitic cell death (B) DNA double strand
breaks (DSBs) in A549 lung carcinoma. *p<0.01 compared to vehicle control.

ìM for NCI-H460, 9.9 ± 2.7 ìM for
NCI-H23, and 12.4 ± 3.4 ìM for
NCI-H522 cells [17].
Mechanistically, our det ailed
investigation showed that mal C
mediates apoptosis in multiple lung
canc er cells, which is primarily
associated with its ability to induce
DNA double strand breaks (DSBs)
(Fig. 3A&B) [17]. Subsequently,
DSBs cause ATM/ATR-mediated
activation of CHK1. Further, CHK1
induced rapid phosphorylation of
p38-MAPK, which paralled with
mitochondrial dysfunctions in terms
of imbalance in BAX/B CL2
expression, cytochrome-C release
[17]. This conclusion is based on the
fact that mitochondria depleted and
p38-MAPK inhibited lung cancer
cells are resistant while BCL2 knockdown cancer cells show higher
sensitivity to mal C treatment [17].
Together, mal C shows an impressive
anti-cancer efficacy against human
lung carcinoma cells.
Augmentation of therapeutic
potential of malabaricone C by
using N-acetyl cysteine as thiol
antioxidant
Recently, targeting drugs to redox
homeostasis of the cancer cells is
considered as one of the key strategy
for cancer therapy. Recent clinical

studies showed that N-acetyl cysteine
(NAC) treatment significantly
decreased the metabolic
heterogeneity and reduced Ki67
(a proliferation marker) with

simultaneous enhancement in
apoptosis of breast carcinoma in
patients. However, it is not yet
precisely known how thiol
antioxidants enhance killing of cancer
cells, or any putative agent can tweak
the cancer cells survival program in
NAC/glutathione (GSH)-assisted
manner to make cancer cells
vulnerable to death. To this end, we
showed that a dietary compound,
malabaricone C (mal C), generated
copious amounts of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) and also reduced the
GSH level in lung cancer cells
(Fig. 4A & B).
Paradoxically, although antioxidants
supplementation reduced mal
C-induced ROS, thiol-antioxidants
(NAC/GSH) restored intracellular

Fig. 4. Mal C treatment induces (A) ROS generation and (B) depletion of
glutathione in cancer cells. (C) NAC or GSH antioxidanr treatment enhances
mal C mediated death process in A549 lung carcinoma cells. *p<0.01, **p<0.001
compared to respective control in A, *p<0.01 compared to control, **p<0.01
compared to respective mal C or NEM treatment in B and C.
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C

Fig. 5. (A) Schematic representation for autoxdation of mal C and generation of quinone forms and ROS. (B) Incubation of
mal C generates quinone form (480 nm) in a time dependent manner. (C) Oxidation of mal C to its quinone form was
delayed and reduced by thiol antioxidants.

GSH level but enhanced DNA DSBs
and apoptotic cell death induced by
mal C (Fig. 4 B & C). Mechanistically,
our results unraveled two tightly
coupled biochemical mechanisms
attributing this sensitization process
by thiol antioxidants. Firstly, it was
anticipated that during O2. radicals
generation by mal C [25], its easily
oxidizable catechol function will be
converted to the corresponding
ortho-quinone moiety (Fig. 5A). To
this end, our results showed that the
absorption spectra of mal C in culture
media is shifted to progressive
emergence of the quinone absorption
peak at 480 nm, with simultaneous
depletion of the mal C absorption at
373 nm (Fig. 5B). Co-incubation with
NAC delayed the conversion, and the
effect of NAC was concentration
dependent. Moreover, the peak
quinone levels in presence of NAC
were much less vis-à-vis mal C
incubation only (Fig. 6C). Together,

Fig. 6. Mal C treatment, in A549 lung carcinoma, enhances sequestration of p65 to
nucleus. Mal C mediated nuclear sequestration of p65 protein was abrogated by
NAC antioxidant.

our results showed that thiol
antioxidants enable the “catecholquinone redox cycle” of mal C and
ameliorate ROS generation and
bio-molecular damage (DNA and
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protein). Secondly, thiol antioxidants
cause rapid glutathionylation of
transcription factors [p53, p65
(NF-kB) etc.], oxidized by mal C, and
abrogates their nuclear sequestration
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reduction in both these parameters.
During treatment with mal C or NAC,
either alone or in combination, there
was no evidence of severe loss in body
weight indicating that the
combination was well tolerated. All
these data support a potential use of
mal C alone or in combination with
NAC (thiol antioxidants) in the
management of lung and melanoma
tumors. Mal C is abundant in
rampatri, which is extensively
consumed in the eastern world
without any side effect. Earlier, we
found that mal C is non-toxic to mice,
even at an appreciably high dose
(500mg/kg). Considering this
encouraging findings, mal C appears
to be a potent anti-cancer drug.
Fig. 7. Therapeutic efficacy of mal C alone or in combination with NAC in human
lung tumor xenograft model. (A) Schematic represnation of mal C and NAC
treatment in tumor bearing mice model. (B-D) Oral gavage of mal C alone or in
combination with NAC antioxidants significantly reduces lung tumor burden in
mice. *p<0.05, **p<0.01 compared to respective control

and transcription of the antiapoptotic proteins (Fig.6).
Furthermore, analyses of the
mitochondrial fractions, of p53
expressing and silenced cells, revealed
that cytoplasmic accumulation of
gluathionylated p53 (p53-SSG) and
p65 (p65-SSG) trigger a robust
mitochondrial death process.
Therapeutic efficacy of mal C alone
and in combination with NAC in
vivo tumor models
Considering impressive anti-cancer
potential of mal C alone and in
combination with NAC in vitro, their
efficacy was evaluated using a lung
tumor xenograft mouse model.
Tu m o r b e a r i n g m i c e w e r e
administered orally with vehicle e,
mal C (100 mg/kg body weight),
NAC or combination. As shown in
Fig. 7 A-D, oral administration of mal
C alone (100 mg/kg) resulted in
significant reduction in both tumor
v o l u m e a n d w e i g ht b u t t h e

Gram scale syntheses of
malabaricones B and C
Earlier, malabaricones, isolated from
fruit rind of Myristica malabarica has
been used for performing
pharmacological studies in our
laboratory. However, isolation of
these compounds from plant extract
has always remained tedious since the
whole malabaricone family is
chemically very closely related to each
other. Besides, in vitro and in vivo
evaluation of malabaricones for
studying mechanism of action,
pharmacological relevance and
therapeutic efficacy warrants a
requirement of significant amount of
compound. To address this issue, we
sought to develop a protocol for
syntheses of malabaricones in gram
scale.

combination of mal C and NAC
resulted in the most effective response
in terms of tumor growth retardation
compared to vehicle treated mice. In
order to evaluate the anti-tumor
efficacy against aggressive and
nonresponsive tumors, we used
B16F10 C57BL/6 murine melanoma
tumor model. B16F10 melanoma
tumors are aggressive, highly invasive
and metastasizes to lungs.
Interestingly, mal C dose (50 and 100
mg/kg body weight) dependently
reduced both tumor volume and
weight. Moreover, combination of
mal C and NAC resulted further
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Scheme 1. Total synthesis of malabaricone B and C via cross-metathesis strategy
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Olefin cross-metathesis has emerged
as the most powerful catalytic
carbon–carbon bond forming
reactions leading to profound
synthetic developments in the
materials, agricultural, and
pharmaceutical industries. This
strategy has been successfully utilized
in synthesis of ù-arylheptyl bromide
(2), one of the key building blocks
of our synthetic strategy (Scheme1).
Successful C-alkylation of 3, with 2
was achieved in presence of base and
KI as an additive to obtain the
â-ketoester (4). Compound 4 was
then converted to mal B (1b) and mal
C (1c) by means of alkaline
hydrolysis, decarboxylation followed
by demethylation (Scheme 1). The
present protocol can be adopted for
the synthesis of all other members of
malabaricone family,including mal A
(1a) and mal D (1d). Concise
synthetic route using readily available
inexpensive starting materials, high
overall yield and simpler reaction
conditions are some of the prominent
features of our synthetic strategy.
The cytotoxic properties of the
synthesized mal B and mal C were
found to be similar to those isolated
from the natural resources.
Library synthesis of malabaricones
analogues for structure-activity
relationship study towards the
development of most potent
cytotoxic agent
Our studies revealed that mal C
demonstrates anti-tumor properties
with the potential for cancer
treatment either alone or in
combination with other agents, as
obser ved in the breast, lung,
colore c t a l, oste os arcoma and
melanoma cancer. Besides, mal C
shows higher therapeutic efficacy
than curcumin and resveratrol
against multiple cancer cells. In order
to further ameliorate the therapeutic
potential of mal C, we sought to

Fig. 8. Library of malabaricone analogues (ML-1 to Ml-21) synthesized

understand the role of its different
structural attributes in governing the
cancer dell death process. We
envisaged that the activity of mal C
(Fig. 8) can be augmented by
modifying its structure in the
following ways such as (i) altering
spacer length (ii) altering position
and number of hydroxyl groups in its
A and B ring (iii) removal of the B-
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ring and (iv) addition/removal of the
carbonyl functionality. To this end, a
series of malabaricone analogs (Fig. 8,
ML-1 to ML-21) were synthesized by
reacting different phenyl â–ketoesters
and ù-aryl alkyl bromides/alkyl
bromides by following our protocol
used in synthesis of mal B and mal C.
Evaluation of in vitro anti-cancer
potentials of these analogues revealed
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A

B

C

Fig. 9. Breast cancer cells were treated with (A) mal C and TMM and their ability to (B) inhibit clonogenic growth and (C)
induce double strand breaks was assessed. gH2AX is the marker for double strand breaks.

that altering the functional groups in
ring-A, -B, carbonyl group or change
in aliphatic carbon chain length
significantly reduced breast cancer
killing potential of mal C. However,
amongst the analogues, the new
tetramethoxy malabaricone (TMM,
ML-6, Fig. 9) was more effective in
inhibiting tumor cells growth when
compared to mal C. In clonogenic
assay, the TMM showed IC50, which
is 3 fold smaller than mal C. Besides,
TUNEL assay, Annexin-V staining,
caspase activation and PARP cleavage
analyses unveiled the ability of TMM
to cause breast cancer death by
triggering apoptosis. Further our
detailed mechanistic evaluation
revealed that TMM mediated higher
cell death is associated with induction
of DNA double strand breaks,
abrogation of G2/M checkpoint and
blockage of cell survival process i.e.,
autophagy (Fig. 9).
Conclusions
Natural products have always been an
important source of bio-active
compounds, and for the last several
years, Bio-Organic Division, BARC, is
deeply engaged in the development of
phytochemicals as anti-cancer agents.
To t h i s e n d , a n i m p o r t a n t
polyphenolics viz. malabaricone C
(Mal C), which was isolated from fruit
rind of rampatri spice displayed
impressive anti-cancer properties in
vitro and in vivo tumor models. Mal C
alone and in combination with NAC
effectively reduced lung and melanoma
tumor burden in preclinical mice

models. Mechanistically, thiol
antioxidants targets “catechol-quinone
redox cycle” of mal C to generate
copious amounts of ROS and cause
higher DNA DSBs. Besides, thiol
antioxidants cause glutathionylation
of survival proteins, accumulation in
cytoplasm and mitochondrial death
process in response to mal C treatment.
Keeping in view the involvement of
laborious procedure for the extraction
of malabaricones from plant matter as
well as the requirement of larger
amount of them for elucidation of their
mechanism of action, an innovative
protocol of their synthesis was earlier
developed by us [18].
Furthermore, a library of
malabaricone analogs was synthesized
to evaluate the correlation of various
functional groups with their biological
activities which in turn will be useful in
designing malabaricone congeners
with improved cytotoxic efficacy.
Gratifyingly, it was observed that
tetrmethylether of mal C (TMM)
(devoid of any phenolic OH group), the
synthetic precursor of mal C, and
displayed better cytotoxicity against
breast cancer than that obtained with
mal C.
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Biodosimetry Techniques and the Biological
Indicators of Radiation Exposure in Humans
Nagesh N. Bhat, Rajesh Chaurasia, Usha Yadav, B. K. Sapra
Radiological Physics and Advisory Division
Health, Safety and Environment Group,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai-400085
Abstract
Biodosimetry analysis helps in ascertaining the exposure and quantifies the radiation dose using biological indicators of
radiation. It plays a crucial role in medical management of exposed individuals, helps to address triage needs in case of small
as well as large scale radiological incidents and is also indispensable part of regulatory investigation of excess exposure.
Biodosimetry is the only method available for estimation of dose, when either physical dosimeters become unreliable or not
available as in most radiological incidents. Many complex exposure scenarios offer challenges for the dose assessment. No
single assay can address all the challenges. Biodosimetry lab of HS&EG, BARC, has established state of art facilities for
addressing these challenges and developed many indigenous facilities for achieving required throughput. Many innovative
methods are developed to address the various logistics of processing, preparation of slides, scoring and reporting of dose
estimates.
Keywords: Biodosimetry, Excess exposure investigation, Radiation monitoring, Emergency preparedness,
Cytogenetic assays.
Introduction

B

iological indicators of
radiation exposure heavily
rely on scientific
investigations for assessment of dose
to exposed individuals in the
instances of
i) regulator y
requirement in case of suspected
over-exposures indicated by personal
monitoring devices, ii) reportable
r a d i o l o g i c a l i n c i d e nt s a s i n
malfunction of radiation devices and
iii) triage management in radiological
emergencies involving large number
of individuals. In most of the
radi at ion incidents, physic a l
dosimetric information is rarely
available. Besides, most of the
accidental exposures are nonuniform involving either partial body
or localized exposure to significant
doses. In such situations, physical
dosimetry may give unreliable dose
estimates. Depending on the
scenario, biological, internal and
clinical dosimetry techniques are
applied for reliable dose estimation
(Fig. 1).

However, no single biological
i n d i c at or c an f u l f i l l a l l t h e

Fig. 1: Various methods employed to investigate excess exposure situations

Table 1: Ideal characteristics of a biological dosimetry technique
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Sensitivity in a wide dose range of 20 mGy to several Gy
Based on observing and analyzing a radiation specific change
Changes must occur early but remain stable for long durations
Response to all types of radiation (Low/high LET)
Reproducible dose response
As far as possible, the technique should be non-invasive
It should have good repeatability
Rapid, simple and amenable to automation
Partial body irradiations must be detectable and should enable
the part and proportion of body exposed to be identified
accurately along with the estimate of dose to the exposed part

requirements to meet challenges of
dose estimation, owing to
complexities of exposure scenarios.
Nonetheless, depending on the need,
a particular assay or combination of
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assays can help to address the
requirements. Often, it becomes
necessary to adapt multi-parametric
approach to estimate the exposure.
This helps eliminate limitations
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associated with some assays and also
to a s c e r t ai n e x p o su re l e vel s
independently by a set of assays.
In general, the dosimetric
infor mat ion is der ive d by a
combination of several different
methods. Although some of the
indicators may be purely qualitative
or semi-quantitative, they have
potential to serve as prognostic
indicators. A summary of the
different biological indicators and
their specific usefulness under
different exposure conditions is
presented in Table 2. Many of these
techniques are sensitive to radiation
exposure but due to their nonspecificity to radiation exposure
alone, their application is limited to
either as supplementary techniques
or in special scenarios.
Few of the cytogenetic changes have
been proven to exhibit very good
r a d i at i on sp e c i f i c it y t he reby
qualifying them as very good
indicators for biodosimetry. In
particular, dicentric chromosomal
aberration assay (DCA), based on
identification of dicentrics, is proven
to be highly specific to radiation
exposure with minimum detectable
limit of about 100 mSv. DCA involves
many biological processing steps,
most of w hich ne e d as ept ic
conditions demanding stringent
requirements of class II type
b i o l o g i c a l l a b o r a t o r y.
The
Biodosimetry Lab at BARC has
established this technique and
developed the SOP for radiation dose
assessment. Over the years, cases in
excess of 1300, have been referred to
this lab for analysis, including
radiation workers and members of
public in suspected and accidental
exposures. Biodosimetry analysis was
carried out to estimate doses to
exposed individuals during many
small scale radiation accidents, one
such being the radiological incident

Table 2: Various biological indica tors of radiation exposure
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

Prodromal syndrome (radiation sickness)
Haematological changes lymphocytes / granulocytes (Day of 500)
Cytogenetic changes:
·
Dicentric chromosomes
·
Ring chromosomes
·
Acentric chromosomal Fragm ents
·
Translocations (reciprocal and non-reciprocal)
·
Insertions and Deletions
·
Micronuclei
·
Neoplasmic Bridge
·
g
H2AX and 53BP1 foci
·
The Pseudo-pelger Huët Neutrophil
Biochemical Indicators
·
Urinary excretion of 17-ketosteroids
·
Creatine/creatinine ratio
·
â amino isobutyric acid
·
Other amino acids
E PR and OSL studies with tooth enamel, bone, hair, and nails
Somatic Mutation Assay
·
Glycophorin assay (RBC)
·
HGPRT mutation assay (lymphocytes)
·
Globin assay (RBC)
Sperm analysis -reduction in sperm counts 40 days after the exposure
Damage to hair follicles
Neutron Activation Analysis - 24Na , 32P in biological samples
T hermography and scintigraphy (contact thermography, Infrared
thermogrammetry to detect exposure of extremities, Radiation scintigraphy
to assess the severity of the injury and in follow-up during recovery
Neurophysiological Dosimetry (By EEG variations)

at Mayapuri, New Delhi, in 2010.
Additionally, several research studies
are being carried out to address the
complex nature of radiation accidents
such as non-uniform exposures,
protracted exposures with varying
dose rates, chronic exposure, lifestyle confounding factors and
retrospective or follow up
assessments. These cytogenetic
techniques used for biodosimetric
evaluations are briefly described
below
Dicentric Chromosomal
Aberration (DCA) analysis
Chromosomal aberration analysis
based on the frequency of dicentric
chromosomes (DCA) in cultured
peripheral blood lymphocytes is so
far the most reliable and universally
adopted biological dosimetric
technique and termed as the “gold
standard” (1). Doses over a wide
range of 0.1 -6 Gy can be detected by
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this technique. Following acute
radiation exposure, dicentric
frequency remains unaltered for
several weeks, but decays to half the
value in around 180 days. Subsequent
reduction in the signal occurs slowly
with an approximate half-life of 3
years, as seen in the case of low dose
and chronic exposures. Hence, doses
from past exposures can be assessed
with reasonable reliability by
applying appropriate correction
factors.
The protocol for DCA is described in
Fig. 2. The microscopic observation
of human chromosomal spread post
slide preparation can be seen in
Fig. 3.
The background dicentric frequency
in unexposed blood samples is in the
range of 0.0005 to 0.001. The
frequency increases with dose linearquadratically for low LET radiations
and linearly for neutrons and high
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limit for detection is 50 mGy for
X-rays, 100 mGy for ã-radiation and
10 mGy for fast fission neutrons. The
calibration curves for different
radiations are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2: Protocol for biological dosimetry by chromosome aberration Analysis

Fig. 3: Representative images of metaphase spread of human chromosomes;
spread of a normal unexposed cell (Left) and cell exposed to ionizing radiation
containing multiple dicentrics (Right).
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One of the most crucial requirements
of this technique is the scoring of the
dicentrics by a well-experienced
scorer. Further, the scoring of
d i c e nt r i c s i s n o t o n l y t i m e
consuming, but also not amenable to
automation by signal processing
systems due the complexities in the
image of dicentrics w.r.t their physical
characteristics. Recent advances such
as metaphase scanners and
centromere painting by
antikinetocore antibodies or nucleic
acid probes can enhance the scoring
speed and reduce errors in the
identification of dicentrics. In
accidents involving exposures in the
lethal range (3-6 Gy), it suffices to
score 25-50 metaphases for providing
the preliminary information required
for medical management of victims.
However, at higher doses most of the
severely damaged cells fail to go
through the cell division and it may be
very difficult to find even a few
metaphases. Hence, when low doses
of the order of a few 100s of mGy have
to be detected, the Poisson error
associated with the estimates can be
very large since only a few dicentrics
are available for estimation.

Dose (Gy)

Fig. 4: Calibration curves for DCA (Left) - The curves showing variation in the
effectiveness of high and low LET radiation (neutrons and all others
respectively). Calibration curve for ã-radiation plotted with upper and lower
confidence intervals (Right) - At low doses, low frequency of dicentrics results
in relatively high Poisson error leading to large confidence intervals.

LET radiations. The frequency of
dicentrics "y" varies with the dose "D"
as follows:

y=
c=
a
D+
b
D2

and the frequency of dicentrics y is
determined. Absorbed dose is
assessed from the relationship,
2
é
ù
a
+
a
+
4b
y ú
ê
ë
û
D =
2b

The linear (a
) and quadratic (b
)
coefficients are characteristic of the
This dose refers to the equivalent
type of radiation. Generally, 500
whole body dose received acutely in
metaphases are scored per sample
an accidental exposure. The lower
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In uniform whole body exposures, the
radiation induced dicentric
chromosomes follow a perfect
Poisson distribution. However, in
most accidents the exposures is nonuniform, resulting in a fraction of
lymphocytes receiving a much larger
dose as compared to those in the
unexposed part of body. As a result,
the total aberrations scored are
concentrated in a few damaged cells,
which reach the metaphase. The
degree of over-dispersion can be
assessed by the dispersion
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Premature Chromosome
Condensation (PCC)

Fig. 5: Representative images of cytokinesis blocked bi-nucleated cells containing
one and five Micronucleus Assay (MN assay).

coefficient u.
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Where, N is the total number of cells
scored; y the frequency of dicentrics
2
and s
its variance. A positive,
negative or a zero value of u indicates
over-dispersion, under-dispersion
and a perfect Poisson distribution
respectively. In accident situations, a
value greater than 1.96 suggests a
partial body or localized exposure.
Micronucleus Assay (MN assay)
Micronuclei refer to small nuclei
formed from the chromatin material
which lags behind and does not get
included in either of the daughter
nuclei formed during cell division
(Fig. 5). Exposure to radiation and
other clastogenic agents results in a

dose dependent increase in the
frequency of MN (2, 3). Dividing cells
are blocked at cytokinesis using
cytochalasin B, in order to visualize
the induced MN.
Even though there are claims that MN
assay can detect absorbed doses of the
order of 50 mGy, large individual
variations in background frequency
do not permit reliable estimates of
doses less than 0.25 Gy. In accident
situations involving absorbed doses
in the range of 2-6 Gy, very reliable
information can be obtained within
3 days after the exposure. In accidents
involving exposure to a large number
of people, MN assay may be
particularly useful, when welltrained technicians are not available
to score dicentrics. The prospects of
automation are much better for MN
assay as compared to DCA.

C o n v e n t i o n a l l y, t o s t u d y
chromosomal aberrations, like in
dicentric assay, lymphocytes are first
stimulated to divide and then arrested
at metaphase stage. The process takes
a minimum of 48h after blood
withdrawal. Moreover, at high dose
exposures, obtaining cells at
metaphase becomes difficult due to
cell cycle arrest at G2/M checkpoint
and severe leucopenia. In such cases
to visualize aberrations, chromosome
condensation is induced artificially at
interphase stage itself by methods
called premature chromosome
condensation or PCC.
There are two means of inducing
PCC: 1. Drug induced PCC in which
chemicals such as Calyculin-A, and
Okadaic Acid, are used to induce
condensation efficiently in cells
arrested at G2 phase by allowing them
to enter prematurely in mitosis.
2. Fusion induced PCC in which
ch romo s ome s are c ond e ns e d
artificially in resting G0 phase itself,
without culturing them for 48h.
In this process, chemical factors
re s p ons i bl e for ch rom o s om e
condensation are transferred in the
cells by fusing them to mitotic cells.

Fig. 6: Chromosomal spreads analyzed in PCC-Ring assay - Unexposed spread shows all linear chromosomes (left) and the
spread containing three hollow ring chromosomes induced by radiation is seen in the centre image. The linear dose
response curve for frequency of ring chromosomes induced by Co-60 gamma radiation (Mutation Research 699 (2010)
11–16) is shown in the image on the right.
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Fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) assay

Fig. 7: Representative images of spreads showing cell fusion induced premature
chromosome condensation. Unexposed samples show most of the spread with
normal count of 46 chromosomes (left), whereas, exposed spreads contain
bodies excess to 46 (right).

Drug induced PCC-Ring assay
Blood collected from the subject is
cultured as in case of DCA for 48-52h
and P C C i ndu c i ng che m i c a l
Calyculin-A (50nM) is added for the
last one hour of the culture.
Processing and slide preparation is
similar to DCA. Chromosomal
spreads from every phase of mitosis
can be seen. Hollow ring
chromosomes induced by radiation
are beautifully visible in this assay and
the frequency of the same is used for
dose estimation (Fig. 6). Radiation
dose response curve has been
prepared by in-vitro experimentation
and it has been found to be linear in
the range of 5-15Gy (4).
Cell fusion based PCC

The method has been established
recently in our lab and multiple
aspects of the same are being
explored. In this method, blood cells
from the subject are fused to mitotic
cells. The mitotic cells are Chinese
hamster ovary cells already cultured
and arrested in metaphase which
retain chromosome condensation
factors. The process of fusion and
condensation takes around 3h and
then the sample is processed for slide
preparation. Dose estimation can be
quickly carried out using excess
chromosomal fragment analysis
(Fig. 7). In addition, this technique
can be combined with fluorescent in
situ hybridization for quantification
based on many more endpoints such
as Dicentrics, translocation (5).

R adiation induced unstable
chromosomal exchanges like the
dicentrics, rings and deletions, decay
with a T1/2 of 1-3 years depending
upon the exposure condition. As a
result, there is a considerable
uncertainty in this dosimetry for past
exposures. Scoring stable
chromosomal exchanges such as
reciprocal chromosomal
translocations is a possible approach
to overcome this problem (6).
C onventionally, chromosomal
banding technique, which is very
tedious and time-consuming, is used
for scoring translocations. Recently,
the availability of whole chromosome
specific libraries has enabled painting
of individual chromosomes by FISH
technique. This assay not only makes
the identification of translocations
very easy, but also increases the
sensitivity by its ability to score
events, which the conventional
banding may fail to detect. The
various types of FISH applications
pertaining to biodosimetry are listed
below.
Whole chromosome painting and
centromere FISH
Translocations involving exchange of
parts between the painted

Fig. 8: Representative pictures of bicolour FISH: (A) Normal metaphase spread showing Chromosome pair 1 and 2 painted
with green and red probes respectively (B) metaphase spread with reciprocal translocation between chromosome 1 and 2.
(C) Centromere painting with PNA (Peptide Nucleic Acid) probe for the detection of dicentric chromosomes
(illustrated in yellow circle).
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Fig. 9: (A) mFISH metaphase spread exposed to 4Gy of 60Co- ã-rays, inter-chromosomal translocations are marked in circle.
(B & C) mBAND FISH of normal chromosome no. 2: images captured using different optical filters and a final
superimposed image.

Fig. 10: G0-FISH; (A) normal human lymphocytes, first pair of whole chromosome painted with red probes, no translocation
observed, (B) human lymphocytes exposed to 2 Gy of 60Co-ã-radiation, 2 translocations can be seen in this microscopic
field view illustrated in yellow circle.

chromosomes and counter-stained
(unpainted) chromosomes are
visualized as bicoloured structures
(Fig. 8 A & B). Since only a part of the
genome is painted (10-20%), the
information for the whole genome is
derived by extrapolation of the
response obtained for the painted
fraction. Since it is likely that
individual chromosomes may differ
in their radiosensitivity, there is a
need to obtain calibration curves with

different cocktails of painted
chromosomes.
The FISH technique can also be used
to visualize and confirm the
dicentrics by staining of centromeres
with fluorescence probes. This is
advantageous over the conventional
tedious method which uses classical
Giemsa staining. Development of
peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probes
makes this job precise and easy. PNA
probes exclusively bind with the
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centromere region of all the
chromosomes making the detection
and quantification of dicentrics more
efficient. A typical spread showing
dicentrics stained with PNA
centromere probes is shown in
Fig. 8C.
Mu lti col our (m-FISH) and
multicolour banding (m-BAND)
fluorescence in situ hybridization
m-FISH and m-BAND are advanced
chromosome painting tools, dealing
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with multiple chromosome or regionspecific paint-probes in one step.
m-FISH offers painting of all 23 pairs
of chromosomes with different
colours and helps in the detection of
inter chromosomal exchanges. The
different regions of the chromosome
get painted with different colours in
the mBAND FISH technique which
facilitates the detection of
rearrangement within the body of
the same chromosome. While the
intra-chromosomal rearrangements
are predominantly induced by High
LET radiation, Low LET radiations
generally lead to inter-chromosomal
rearrangements. The images showing
the painted chromosomes as seen by
the mFISH amd mBAND techniques
are shown in Fig. 9.
Interphase (G0) FISH
This technique does not require cell
culturing as it deals with detection of
translocations/fragmentation at
interphase stage itself. High doses of
radiations are capable enough to
induce heavy damage to the cellular
metabolic machinery; as a result, the
cell may not be able to enter in the
process of cell division even with the
treatment of high concentrations of
mitogens. Any pair, arm or region of
the chromosome can be painted for
visualization of the radiation induced
ch romo s om a l t r ansl o c at i ons /
fragmentation. Fig.10A shows the
images of G0 phase lymphocytes
showing red spots corresponding to
pair of chromosome 1, Fig. 10B with
extra spots indicating fragment or
translocation of the chromosome.
Proteomic Biodosimetry Markers
ãH2AX Assay

This assay has been projected as a
promising assay in the recent days for
quick biodosimetry. It employs the
detection of ã H2AX foci which are
formed due to double strand breaks
(DSB) of DNA. The detection of the

Fig. 11: Representative images of a normal and ionizing radiation exposed cell
processed for visualization of ã H2AX foci; (left) Normal cell without ã H2AX
foci and Cells expressing ã H2AX foci (right).
A

B

C

D

E

F

Fig. 12: Representative images of cells exposed to low to high doses of ionizing
radiation, processed for visualization of 53 BP1 foci (A-F: 0-2 Gy)

foci is by immuno-fluorescent
staining methods. In spite of several
limitations such as fast decay of
biodosimetry signal, uncertainties
associated with blood collection
delay, and decay of signal during
transportation of blood samples, the
assay can be used for quick results in
case of triage management for
classification of exposed individuals
for medical management. Few studies
have also reported the use of this
assay for clinical applications and
dose estimation in case of diagnostic
exposures involving few 10 mSv of
exposure wherein quick blood
collection is possible immediately
after the exposure. Efforts are being
made to develop protocol to arrest the
biological process immediately after
collection of blood sample by various
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fixing methods for easy transport of
samples to the analyzing laboratory.
53 BP1 Immunofluorescence Assay
Like ã -H2AX, phosphorylated53BP1 is another proteomic marker
of DSB, being used as a rapid tool for
biodosimetr y. Phosphor ylated
histone H2AX and p53 binding
protein-1 (53BP1) are commonly
accepted molecular markers of
ionizing radiation induced foci. Upon
DSB induction, histone H2AX
molecules get phosphorylated within
chromatin domains containing DSB.
53BP1 is a downstream protein which
gets recruited at the site of induced
DSBs.
The Pseudo-pelger Huët
Neutrophil-A new permanent
radiation biomarker
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Pseudo Pelger Huet Anomaly (PHA)
is a recently discovered in vivo
marker of radiation exposure
observed in circulating blood
neutrophils. Normal neutrophils
contain 3 to 4 lobed nucleus whereas
PHA is characterized by round, oval,
bean-shaped or symmetric bi-lobed
nuclei, which are joined by a thin
mitotic bridge (7). PHA is commonly
known to be induced by a decreased
level of expression of the lamin-B
receptor (LBR) due to mutation in
LBR gene. PHA is specific to in-vivo
(formed in the bone marrow) and it
cannot be induced ex-vivo (cells
getting exposure when they are
outside the body). In an analysis of
archival peripheral blood slides from
the 1958 Y-12 criticality accident (at
Oak ridge, Tennessee, USA), authors
have show n t hat t he PHA
morphology appeared within 12

Fig. 13: Representative images of a normal neutrophil (Left) and other containing
PHA i.e., bi-lobed nucleus joined by a thin mitotic bridge (Right)

hours in the circulation after
radiation exposure, hence it could be
a potent marker of acute radiation
exposures. In the same accident, in
one of the radiation victims, the PHA
marker was persistent up to 16 years,
reflecting a stable (permanent)
radiation induced mutation marker
which can be useful as a retrospective
dosimeter. An initiative has been
made to establish a dose response
curve for PHA, by scoring and

analyzing circulating blood
neutrophils of two radiation exposed
individuals. Establishment of
response curve for PHA is a tedious
job as it demands radiation exposed
human volunteers. To establish PHA
as a potent biodosimeter, worldwide
in vivo research is ongoing.
Conclusions
Biodosimetry techniques help to assess
and ascertain radiation dose of

Biodosimetry Techniques at a glance
Assay

Dose range

Advantages/application s

Dicentric Chrom osom e
Aberration analysis

0.1 – 6 Gy

Radiation specific,
background, sensitive

Micronucleus Assay

0.25 – 6 Gy

Easy to score,
automation.

Fluorescent in situ
hybridization (FISH)

0.25 – 6 Gy

Stable signal for many years, very
helpful
for
retrosp ective
biodosimetry, internal exposure
and high LET exposure.

Premature
chromosome
condensation
(PCC) assay

g
H2AX assay

PCC-R
assay drug
induced
PCC-Fusion
induced
(fragments)

3– 25 Gy

1 - 20 Gy

0.1 = 6 Gy

very

Limitations

amenable

low

to

Labour intensive, requires skilled
manpower, results available only
after 72 h.
Not possible to detect nonuniform exposure, relatively high
background,
inter-individual
variation of response and
background,
longer
culture
duration (72 h).
Relatively non-specific, high
background, very tedious and
lengthy procedure, expensive.

Useful for high-dose exposures,
simple to perform, radiation
specific (ring chro mosomes)

Not suitable for low doses,
48h culture is required,
Cell cycle dependent

Quicker results, no cell culture
required, useful for high-dose
exposures where other assays may
fail
Very quick results, amenable to
automation, possibility of detecting
doses <0.1 Gy with blood samples
available
immediately
after
exposure, very high sensitivity,
good tool as a clinical application.

Tricky to perform, Not radiation
specific
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Too many confounding factors,
signal fades very fast, needs to be
performed
quickly
after
exposure, not suitable for
protracted exposures, can be
only used as a supplementary
technique with other assays.
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individuals involved in radiation
exposure and provide important
infor mati on need ed for b oth
regulatory and medical management.
Suspected exposure cases, as indicated
by personnel monitoring devices, need
to be ascertained by biodosimetry
technique to avoid the possibility of
spurious cases. Most of the radiation
accidents are non-uniform in nature,
thereby leading to many uncertainties
in measured dose by personnel
monitoring devices. In addition,
biodosimetry techniques help to assess
doses when individuals involved in
radiation accidents do not have
personal monitoring devices. Due to
the complexity of exposure scenarios,
one single technique does not suffice
the needs; nonetheless, established
techniques suffice and effectively
address the needs. As a part of
investigation process, these techniques
have helped to identify and quantify
radiation dose to exposed individuals
while handling many complex
scenarios of excess exposure.
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